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Abstract—A novel method is presented to design beam-scannable
ultra-wideband (UWB) sparse arrays. A concept of design frequency is
introduced which transforms the beam-scannable UWB array design to
the problem of synthesizing a broadside-beam array at single-frequency.
The raised power series (RPS) representation with appropriate parameter
selection is adopted to generate initial element positions, and then an
iterative convex optimization is applied to successively optimize the
element positions for further sidelobe level (SLL) reduction. Multiple
constraints for controlling the first-order Taylor expansion accuracy,
the minimum element spacing and the array aperture are incorporated
in the iterative convex optimization to obtain stable and practical
synthesis results. Several examples for synthesizing UWB arrays with
different frequency bands, beam scanning ranges and element counts, are
conducted to validate the effectiveness and advantages of the proposed
method. It is shown that the proposed method achieves much lower
SLLs than those by the original RPS method for all test cases, and it
also significantly outperforms some conventional stochastic optimization
methods for large UWB array cases.

Index Terms—Ultra-wideband (UWB) sparse array, beam-scannable
array, convex optimization, raised power series (RPS), minimum element
spacing control.

I. INTRODUCTION

ULTRA-wideband (UWB) antenna arrays are of great importance
in many applications such as passive radars, microwave imaging

systems, high-speed communications and radio astronomy [1], [2].
For the UWB array, the highest-to-lowest frequency ratio (HLFR) can
reach 3:1 or even more. In this situation, the design of UWB arrays
is much more difficult than that in the narrow-band case. One of the
key challenging problems is to choose element positions for UWB
arrays. In particular, when considering uniformly spaced UWB arrays
with wide-angle beam-scanning capability, designers would face a
dilemma that, to avoid the presence of grating lobes in the whole
interested band, the element spacing should be no larger than half
a wavelength at the highest frequency, while to enable the antenna
elements to radiate effectively with good impedance matching, a
spacing of half a wavelength at the lowest frequency would be usually
required. There are two ways to deal with this problem. One way is
choosing small element spacing to eliminate grating lobes at highest
frequency and applying some sophisticated techniques such as tightly
coupled antenna array design to enhance the radiation and matching
performance of antenna elements at low frequency [3], [4]. This kind
of UWB arrays have the advantage of high aperture efficiency, but
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they also have some drawbacks such as high system cost with a large
number of array channels as well as potential risk of large active
standing wave ratio [5]. The other way is to develop nonuniformly
spaced techniques to suppress the level of grating lobes. The latter
provides a possibility to design nonuniformly spaced UWB arrays
with much larger electric element spacings than those used in the
tightly coupled antenna arrays. As a result, the design of UWB arrays
allow for easy design of antenna array hardware. Nevertheless, they
may require relatively large space. Which kind of UWB arrays is
better depends on the specific circumstance.

This work focuses on improving the design of nonuniformly spaced
UWB arrays. In the literature, many nonuniformly spaced array
synthesis methods have been presented. They include, for exam-
ple, analytical element positioning methods [6], [7], matrix pencil
method and its variants [8], [9], compressive sensing (CS) techniques
[10]-[13], stochastic optimization-based synthesis techniques [14]-
[18], and some other techniques [19]-[22]. However, most of them
deal only with narrow-band sparse array synthesis problems. Direct
extension of narrow-band array designs to a wideband case may
lead to grating lobes appearing in visible region. In addition, beam-
scanning can also shift grating lobes into the visible region, which
can be equivalent to the consequence of increasing the bandwidth.
Hence, the problem of designing element positions to obtain a beam-
scanning UWB array with considerably reduced grating lobe level
(GLL) is much more challenging than the design in the narrow-
band case. In [23]-[25], Werner and his group have presented several
efficient element positioning methods for multi-band or UWB arrays.
In particular, an analytical method based on raised power series (RPS)
representation has been presented in [25], which can produce an
array allocation with a reduced and stable GLL across an ultra-broad
frequency band.

Despite its effectiveness and efficiency, the RPS array design relies
on analytical symmetrical element positions which would be far from
the best. Consequently, the maximum GLL/sidelobe level (SLL) is
usually not acceptable in practice for moderate-size RPS arrays.
Further optimizing the element positions without the symmetrical
distribution assumption would benefit the array performance. In this
work, we present a novel method to design beam-scannable UWB
arrays. In this method, a concept of design frequency is introduced
which transforms the beam-scannable UWB array design to be a
broadside-beam single-frequency array design problem. The RPS
representation is adopted to generate initial element positions, and
then an iterative convex optimization is applied to successively
optimize the element positions for further SLL reduction. Multiple
constraints for controlling the first-order Taylor expansion accuracy,
the minimum element spacing and the array aperture, are all in-
corporated into the iterative convex optimization to obtain stable
and practical synthesis results. It should be noted that although an
iterative convex optimization was adopted in [21] to optimize the
element positions, the technique in [21] deals only with the fixed
broadside beam array design at a single working frequency and it
starts the optimization from an uniformly spaced initial array with
the spacing that is usually around half a wavelength. In contrast, the
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proposed method deals with the beam-scannable UWB array design
where the element positions are optimized at the design frequency
that is even much higher than the highest frequency of the working
band. The element spacings are much larger than one wavelength
at the design frequency. In this situation, starting from a uniformly-
spaced array with very high-grating lobes is usually hard to give
acceptable optimization result. In addition, the technique in [21] does
not constrain the minimum element spacing which is, however, very
essential in UWB array design. Several beam-scannable UWB array
designs are presented to validate the effectiveness and advantages of
the proposed method. The comparisons with the original RPS design
technique and some typical stochastic optimization methods are also
given in the examples.

II. FORMULATION AND ALGORITHMS

A. Beam-scannable UWB array synthesis problem

Consider a 2N+1-element linear array whose elements are located
at [z−N , z−N+1, · · · , zN ] along with z-axis. Assume that this array
works at the frequency band from fL to fH , with a focused beam
scanned within the range of [π/2 − θmax, π/2 + θmax]. The array
factor can be written as the following

AF (β, u) =

N∑
n=−N

exp(jβznu) (1)

where β = 2πf/c, u = cos θ − cos θ0, and θ0 ∈ [π/2 −
θmax, π/2+ θmax] is the beam pointing direction. Usually, zn is not
necessarily equal to −z−n for a general asymmetrical array. However,
in particular case, we have zn = −z−n for a symmetrical array. In
this situation, the array factor can be rewritten as

AF (β, u) = 1 + 2

N∑
n=1

cos(βznu) (2)

For a UWB array, the highest-to-lowest frequency ratio (HLFR)
can be defined as Rf = fH/fL. In addition, since θ0 ∈ [π/2 −
θmax, π/2 + θmax], we have u ∈ [−1− | sin θmax|, 1 + | sin θmax|].
To evaluate the increment of u-region going into visible space due to
the beam scanning, we introduce a concept of beam-scanning range
ratio (BSRR) which is given by Ru = max{u}/max{u0} = (1 +
| sin θmax|) where u0 = cos θ ∈ [−1, 1] denotes the visible u-region
for a fixed broadside beam. From (1) and (2), the range of the beam-
scannable UWB array factor has the following property

{AF (βL, [u])} = {AF (βL, [Ruu0])} = {AF (RuβL, [u0])} (3)

{AF (βH , [u])} = {AF (RfβL, [Ruu0])} = {AF (RfRuβL, [u0])}
(4)

where βH = 2πfH/c, βL = 2πfL/c, and {AF (β, [x])} denotes the
range of the function AF (β, x) varying with x ∈ [x]. This means
that the design of a beam-scannable UWB array can be equivalent to
design of a fixed broadside UWB array with much larger HLFR that
is increased from Rf to RfRu (Ru ≥ 1).

B. New beam-scannable UWB array design methodology

It has been shown in [25] that the array with element positions
based on RPS representation has a reduced SLL and GLL over
bandwidth of many octaves. However, the analytical RPS positions
are not the best and they can be further optimized by some numerical
optimization algorithms. One problem associated with application of
numerical algorithms to beam-scannable UWB array design is the
increased computational and storage loads for dealing with require-
ments of multiple beam scanning angles at multiple frequencies.

To solve this problem, the proposed idea is introducing a concept
of design frequency which transforms the beam-scannable UWB
array problem as synthesizing a broadside beam array at the design
frequency. Then a two-stage design strategy is developed: at first
the RPS representation is adopted to provide good initial element
positions, and then an iterative convex optimization with multiple
constraints is presented to successively update the element positions
until the beam performance reaches to convergence.

1) The concept of design frequency: In general, for the beam-
scannable UWB array design problem, one should check the
scannable beam performance in the whole frequency band of inter-
est. However, as mentioned above, this will significantly increase
the computational and storage cost. Fortunately, from (1)-(4) we
have that {AF (RfRuβL, [u0])} = {AF (β, u)|β ∈ [βL, βH ], u ∈
[−Ru, Ru]}. This indicates that the array factor at the frequency of
fD = RuRffL has included all the beam characteristics of the UWB
array in the whole frequency band [fL, fH ] for all beam scanning
cases for θ0 ∈ [π/2 − θmax, π/2 + θmax]. Thus we can consider
only designing the array factor at the frequency fD to check all the
beam performance of a scannable UWB array provided that mutual
coupling effect can be ignored. We call this fD = RuRffL as the
design frequency that is not within the working frequency band but a
frequency at which we design and check the array factor performance.
Such processing allows us to deal with the beam-scannable UWB
array design to be like a fixed-beam array factor design at a single-
frequency in some aspects. However, it should be noted that design
of the array factor AF (βD, u0) remains to face the same problem in
the grating lobe and sidelobe reduction as the design of the original
beam-scannable UWB array, since the minimum element spacing at
the frequency fD can be multiple times of wavelengths.

2) Initial UWB array design based on RPS representation: The
RPS representation is adopted to generate initial element positions for
the proposed beam-scannable UWB array design. The RPS positions
are given by the following formula [25]

zn = sign(n)dminζ|n|r, for |n| ≤ N (5)

where dmin is the minimum element spacing, and sign(·) is a
symbolic function which gives sign(n) = −1 for n < 0 and
sign(n) = 1 for n > 0. The parameter ζ is given by

ζ(r,N) =

{
[Nr − (N − 1)r]−1, 0 < r < 1
1, r ≥ 1

(6)

From (5) and (6), the RPS positions are non-periodically but sym-
metrically distributed. The element spacing is given by

dn = dminζ(|n|r − (|n| − 1)r)

=

{
dmin

|n|r − (|n| − 1)r

Nr − (N − 1)r
, 0 < r < 1

dmin(|n|r − (|n| − 1)r), r ≥ 1

(7)

From the above, we can see that the element spacing is actually
controlled by the parameters r, dmin and N . When 0 < r < 1, the
spacing dn decreases with the element index n, and the minimum
spacing dmin is obtained when |n| = N . On the contrary, when
r > 1, dn increases with n and the minimum spacing dmin happens
at |n| = 1. In particular, when r = 1, the element spacing in (7) is
dn = dmin for all n ≤ N and the RPS array is reduced to a uniformly
spaced array with a spacing of dmin. For most of UWB array
synthesis cases, the minimum spacing dmin and the element count N
can be determined by considering the antenna element structure and
gain requirement in applications. The parameter r can be adjusted
to improve the beam pattern performance of the initial RPS array.
Nevertheless, as mentioned in the introduction, the analytical RPS
positions are not the best, and they can further optimized by using
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some numerical iterative optimization strategies. In the following, we
will introduce an iterative convex optimization method to significantly
improve the wideband beam performance of the original RPS array.

3) Improved UWB array by iterative convex optimization: In
order to achieve better UWB array performance, an iterative convex
optimization is developed to successively optimize the initial RPS
element positions. The basic idea is introducing position shift vari-
ables δn to the original positions zn (n = −N, · · · , N ) given by
(5), and then find a way to obtain the optimal δn. As mentioned
previously, such optimization can be done only for the array factor
at the design frequency fD . Consider the array factor AFp(βD, u0)
associated with perturbed positions zn+δn (n = −N, · · · , N ). That
is given by

AFp(βD, u0) =

N∑
n=−N

exp{jβD(zn + δn)u0} (8)

Then applying the first-order Taylor expansion of ejβDδnu0 ≈ 1 +
jβDδnu0 for the case of |βDδnu0| ≪ 1 to the above expression, we
can obtain

AFp(βD, u0) ≈ AF (βD, u0) + jβDu0

N∑
n=−N

δn exp(jβDznu0)

(9)
where AF (βD, u0) is the original array factor with element positions
zn. Now, the shift variables δn after the first-order Taylor approx-
imation behaviors like weight coefficients which can be optimized
by using convex optimization to further reduce the overall SLL.
However, for a practical UWB array design problem, the following
three kinds of constraints should be considered:

a) First-order Taylor expansion accuracy constraint. The effec-
tiveness of (9) depends on the accuracy of the first-order Taylor
expansion. To guarantee the effectiveness, it is required that
|βDδnu0| ≪ 1. Since |u0| ≤ 1, we can set that |βDδn| ≤ µ
where µ is a parameter used to balance the allowable maximum
position shift δmax = µ/βD and the Taylor expansion accuracy.
b) The minimum element spacing constraint. In application, the
minimum element spacing constraint is very important from the
perspectives of antenna element structure design and mutual
coupling reduction. This constraint should be maintained in the
convex optimization process. That is, the new positions should
satisfy the constraint of (zn + δn)− (zn−1 + δn−1) ≥ dmin for
all n = −N + 1, · · · , N , where δ−N = 0.
c) The array aperture constraint. The array aperture should be
constrained when the available space is limited. This constraint
can be dealt as (zN + δN )− (z−N + δ−N ) ≤ A where A is the
maximum value of acceptable array aperture.

Thus, the optimal position shift variables can be found by solving
the following constrained optimization problem

min ϵ

s.t.



|AF (βD, us
0) + jβDus

0

N∑
n=−N

δne
jβDznus

0 | ≤ ϵ, us
0 ∈ USL;

(zn + δn)− (zn−1 + δn−1) ≥ dmin, n = −N + 1, · · · , N ;

(zN + δN )− (z−N + δ−N ) ≤ A;

δ−N = 0;

|βDδn| ≤ µ, n = −N, · · · , N ;
(10)

where USL denotes the sidelobe region in u0-space. Clearly, the
above problem can be efficiently solved by using convex optimiza-
tion. It should be noted that the position shifts obtained in this way

Algorithm 1 The proposed beam-scannable UWB array design
procedure
1: Set the frequency band [fL, fH ] and beam scanning range [π/2 −

θmax, π/2+θmax], and then calculate the highest-to-lowest frequency
ratio Rf , the beam scanning range ratio Ru and the design frequency
fD .

2: Set the minimum element spacing dmin, element number parameter
N (the total number is 2N + 1), and the allowable maximum array
aperture A (if it exists), all depending on the application requirement.

3: Apply the RPS representation (5)-(7) to generate initial element
positions zn for n = −N, · · · , N with an appropriate r. The paramter
r can be chosen such that the obtained RPS array has the lowest
maximum SLL at fD among different r and the array aperture
2dminζN

r should be no larger than A.
4: Set k = 0. Sample the space of u0 and initialize the parameter µ for

allowable maximum shift δmax.
5: k = k + 1.
6: Solve the constrained convex optimization problem (10) to find the

best position shifts δn (n = −N, · · · , N ).
7: Update the element positions by zn = zn + δn (n = −N, · · · , N ).
8: Compute the pattern AFp(βD, u0) in (8) with the new positions, and

calculate the maximum SLL SLLmax of this pattern.
9: Repeat Step 5 to 9 until SLLmax remains the same for multiple

times or k reaches the allowable maximum number of iterations.
10: Output the obtained element positions zn (n = −N, · · · , N ) and

calculate the beam-scannable wideband pattern AF (β, u) in (1).

are optimal under the given constraints, but due to the limitation of
|βDδn| ≤ µ for accurate first-order Taylor expansion, the allowable
maximum position shifts δmax are very electrically small so that
the achievable SLL reduction is limited. Hence, an iterative convex
optimization strategy can be developed in which each iteration finds
locally optimal position shifts and thus the element positions can
be successively updated until the obtained SLL maintains the same
for many times. Besides, it should be mentioned that since all
the excitation amplitudes remain ones, the beam direction of the
array factor always keeps at θ = 0◦ in the position perturbation
optimization process.

C. The proposed beam-scannable UWB array design procedure

The proposed beam-scannable UWB array design procedure is
given in Algorithm 1. In this procedure, the design frequency fD is
determined at first and then the problem is transformed as designing a
broadside fixed-beam array at fD . The RPS representation is adopted
to generate initial element positions. The parameter r should be
appropriately selected such that the achievable maximum SLL for
the initial array is as low as possible and the array aperture meets
its allowable limit if it has. Then a number of constrained convex
optimizations given in (10) are performed to successively update
the element positions such that the obtained maximum SLL can be
reduced as much as possible.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, several beam-scannable UWB arrays with different
settings in HLFR, BSRR and array size, are presented to show the
effectiveness and robustness of the proposed method. Parameters
study is included to show the guideline of applying this method. The
comparisons with the original RPS design and other optimization
methods are also provided.

A. 65-element beam-scannable UWB array design

As the first example, we consider synthesizing a UWB array
occupying the frequency band from 2 to 6 GHz with beam scanning
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from 45◦ to 135◦. That is, Rf = 3 and Ru = 1+sin(45◦) = 1.707.
Thus, we can set the design frequency as fD = RuRffL ≈ 5.12
GHz. The minimum spacing constraint is set as dmin = 0.5λL

at 2GHz, which is equal to 2.56λD at fD . Set N = 32 which
corresponds to a 65-element array. In this example, we assume
there is no aperture constraint. In the first stage, we apply the
RPS representation to generate the initial element positions, and the
parameter r is varied from 0.75 to 1.25 in step of 0.01 to find the
best initial positions in terms of reducing the maximum SLL. Fig. 1
shows the maximum SLL of the RPS array with different r at the
design frequency fD which is actually equal to the overall maximum
SLL across the whole band [fL, fH ] for the beam scanning within
[45◦, 135◦]. As can be seen, the parameter r affects the maximum
SLL of the RPS array. Within the range of r ∈ [0.75, 1], r = 0.77
gives the lowest maximum SLL of −8.46 dB, and within the range
of r ∈ [1, 1.25], r = 1.25 gives the lowest maximum SLL of −9.12
dB. On the other hand, different r also significantly affects the total
aperture of the array, as shown in Fig. 1. The minimum aperture
happens at r = 1 which corresponds to the case of a uniformly
spaced array with a spacing of dmin = λL/2 = 2.56λD . Since
dmin/λD) ≥ 1, this uniformly spaced array has grating lobes.

Now, we apply the iterative convex optimization in the second
stage of the proposed method to successively optimize the element
positions and suppress the maximum SLL. To study the affect of
the allowable maximum position shift δmax in each iteration on the
performance of the proposed method, we set µ = π/[5, 10, 15, 20]
which corresponds to δmax = λD/[10, 20, 30, 40]. Fig. 2 shows the
SLL reduction of the pattern at fD versus the number of iterations at
different δmax for different initial RPS positions with (a) r = 0.77
and (b) r = 1.25, respectively. As can be seen, the SLL decreases
as the number of iterations increases for all the test cases. The
smaller δmax is, the slower the SLL decreases. However, for the
case of r = 0.77 and δmax = λD/10, the SLL convergence seems
not always stable due to relatively low accuracy of the first-order
Taylor approximation. Usually, selecting around λD/20 for the δmax

would be reasonable in terms of the balance between stability and
efficiency. It should be noted that for the case of r = 0.77, the SLL
is reduced from −8.46 dB for the initial RPS array to −13.99 dB for
the optimized array, and for the case of r = 1.25, the SLL is reduced
from −9.12 dB to −14.50 dB. For instance, Fig. 3(a) and (b) show
the wideband patterns of the initial RPS array (r = 0.77) with beam
pointing at 90◦ and 135◦, respectively, and Fig. 3(c) and (d) show the
corresponding broadside and scanned patterns of the finally optimized
array. In addition, the overall maximum SLL and aperture size for the
optimized array using different initial RPS positions with different r
are also included in Fig. 1 for more comprehensive comparison. We
can see that compared to the initial RPS array, the proposed method
can significantly reduce the maximum SLL by more than 5 dB for
most of r ∈ [0.75, 1.25] while maintaining almost the same array
aperture.

B. 101-element beam-scannable UWB array with aperture limit

In the second example, we check the effectiveness of the proposed
method for designing a UWB array with more elements for larger
relative bandwidth and wider beam-scanning range. In addition, the
maximum aperture limit is also considered. Assume that the number
of elements is 101 (N = 50), the required bandwidth is from 1 to 5.6
GHz, and the beam scanning range is from 38◦ to 142◦. In this case,
Rf = 5.6, Ru = 1 + sin(52◦) = 1.788, and the design frequency
is fD = RuRffL ≈ 10 GHz. The minimum spacing constraint is
set as dmin = 0.5λL at 1 GHz, which is equal to 5λD at fD . In
the first stage, we still adopt the RPS representation to generate the
initial element positions. The parameter r is varying from 0.75 to
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Fig. 1. The maximum SLLs and apertures of the initial 65-element RPS
array with different r ∈ [0.75, 1.25] and the optimized array by the proposed
method.
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Fig. 2. The achievable maximum SLL versus the number of iterations
at different δmax for the 65-element optimized array. Different initial RPS
positions are used: (a) r = 0.77, and (b) r = 1.25.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 3. Broadside and scanned wideband patterns of the 65-element array
with initial RPS positions (N = 32, r = 0.77) and the proposed optimized
array. (a) broadside pattern of the initial RPS array, (b) scanned pattern
(beam pointing at 135◦) of the initial RPS array, (c) broadside pattern of
the optimized array, and (d) scanned pattern (beam pointing at 135◦) of the
optimized array.

1.07, so that the obtained aperture for the RPS array is no more than
66.50λL, as shown in Fig. 4(a). That is, the maximum aperture is
equal to 1.33 times of that for a 101-element 0.5λL-spaced array
(r = 1). Fig. 4(b) shows the obtained maximum SLL of the RPS
array with different r ∈ [0.75, 1.07] at the design frequency fD
(this is also the overall maximum SLL of the array across the whole
interesting band and beam scanning range). As can be seen, within
the range of r ∈ [0.75, 1], r = 0.81 gives the lowest maximum SLL
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Fig. 4. (a) The maximum SLLs and (b) apertures of the initial 101-element
RPS array with different r ∈ [0.75, 1.07] and the optimized arrays by the
proposed method with/without aperture constraint.

(a) (b)
Fig. 5. The scanned wideband patterns (beam pointing at 142◦) for the
101-element array with (a) the initial RPS positions (N = 50, r = 1.07) and
(b) the optimized positions with aperture limit.

of −9.43 dB, while within the range of r ∈ [1, 1.07], r = 1.07 gives
the lowest maximum SLL of −5.99 dB.

In the second stage, we apply the iterative convex optimization with
δmax = λD/20 to optimize the element positions for further reducing
the maximum SLL. The aperture limit is set as A = 66.50λL. The
obtained maximum SLL and the aperture of the optimized array
under this aperture constraint for different r are shown in Fig. 4.
For comparison, the results for the array optimized without aperture
limit are included as well. It is clearly seen that both of the optimized
arrays with/without the aperture limit have significantly reduced the
maximum SLL except for the nearby region of r = 1. For example,
for the case of r = 0.81, the maximum SLL for the optimized array
with aperture limit is reduced from −9.43 dB to −14.85 dB. For the
case of r = 1.07, the maximum SLL obtained with aperture limit
is reduced from −5.99 dB to −15.56 dB. In addition, the aperture
constraint indeed works for the proposed method. For the case of
using initial RPS array with r ∈ [0.75, 0.78], the optimized array
without aperture limit has the aperture exceeding the upper bound
of 66.50λL while the one with the aperture constraint always meets
the bound. Fig. 5(a) shows the scanned wideband pattern with beam
pointing at 142◦ of the initial RPS array (r = 1.07), and Fig. 5(b)
show the corresponding scanned pattern of the array optimized with
the aperture constraint.

C. Comparison with other methods

In the last example, we check the performance of the proposed
method in terms of the obtained SLL and time cost for synthesizing
different arrays with varying sizes. Four sizes of UWB arrays are
considered, and they consist of 51, 101, 151 and 201 elements (i.e.,
N = [25, 50, 75, 100]), respectively. For all the arrays, assume that
the interesting frequency band is from 1 to 4 GHz with beam scanning
from 45◦ to 135◦. That is, Rf = 4, Ru = 1+sin(45◦) = 1.707 and
fD = RuRffL ≈ 6.83 GHz. The minimum spacing constraint is set
as dmin = 0.5λL at 1GHz. In addition, assume that the allowable
maximum aperture for each size of array is 1.4 times of that for
a 0.5λL-spaced array with the same number of elements. The RPS
representation with an appropriate r > 1 is chosen such that the

obtained SLL for the initial array reaches the minimum under the
condition that the aperture meets its limitation. The obtained parame-
ter r, SLL, aperture and averaging spacing of the initial RPS array for
each array size case is shown in Table I. Then, we perform the second
stage of the proposed method (with δmax = λD/20) to successively
optimize the element positions for further SLL reduction. In addition,
for a more comprehensive comparison, some stochastic optimization
algorithms including genetic algorithm (GA) and particle swarm
optimization (PSO) are also applied to synthesize these arrays, with
the same configurations in the frequency band, scanning range,
minimum spacing and aperture constraint. The concept of design
frequency is also used in the both stochastic optimization algorithms
for fair comparison. For the GA optimization, the population sizes
are set as 250, 500, 750, and 1000 for the arrays with 51, 101, 151,
and 201 elements, respectively. The number of generations is set as
5000. For the PSO method, the population sizes are set to be 70,
140, 210, and 280 for the 51, 101, 151, and 201-element arrays,
respectively. Due to the randomness of some operations in either GA
or PSO, synthesis results obtained from different runs may not be
identical. So, we perform the synthesis procedure 5 times for both
GA and PSO, and pick up the lowest SLL as the final result. The
time cost is calculated as the average over the 5 runs. Table I lists the
obtained SLLs and time costs for all the test methods (all the results
are obtained on the same computer with Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-4160
CPU @3.60GHz).

As can be seen, under the prescribed aperture constraint and
wideband beam scanning requirement, the initial RPS array gives
very high SLL for each array size case. The SLL of the RPS array
varies from −5.28 dB to −8.50 dB as the element count increases
from 51 to 201. Such SLL performances are not satisfactory in most
of applications. Nevertheless, the RPS representation provides good
initial element positions, and after further optimization based on
these initial positions, the proposed method obtains a much lower
SLL for each case. Compared with the results of the initial RPS
arrays, the SLL reduction by the proposed method is more than
7.9 dB for all the test cases shown in Table I. The GA and PSO
achieve almost the same SLL performance as that of the proposed
method only for the 51-element UWB array case. However, for
the case of larger size arrays (with 101, 151 and 201 elements,
respectively), both GA and PSO have much higher SLLs than those
obtained by the proposed method. Especially for the case of 201-
element UWB array, the obtained SLLs for the GA and PSO (5
times of implementations are run for each case) are more than 4 dB
higher than that of the proposed method. This shows that although
these stochastic algorithms can potentially find the globally optimum
solution, in actual implementation they may be hard to reach the best,
with limited population size and generations. This issue becomes
more challenging in large-scale antenna array optimization problems
(e.g., the arrays with 100 elements or even more). Besides, although
the time cost required by the proposed method increases considerably
with the number of elements, it is still much less than that of either
GA or PSO for each test case.

To further evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we
check the result of the iterative convex optimization using an initial
array with randomly distributed element positions. For example, we
consider the 101-element array case. Assume that the initial element
spacings are set as uniform random numbers within [2, 3.48]λH (the
averaging element spacing is about 2.73λH ). Other configurations
such as frequency band, beam scanning angle, minimum spacing
constraint are set as the same as those in Table I. We run the same
optimization procedure 30 times with different initial random arrays.
The obtained SLLs for the optimized arrays with different random
initial arrays are ranging from −13.06 to −16.28 dB. This means
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TABLE I
THE SLLS AND TIME COSTS OF DIFFERENT METHODS FOR SYNTHESIZING DIFFERENT SIZES OF BEAM-SCANNABLE UWB ARRAYS (Rf = 4,

Ru = 1.707, dmin = 0.5λL , δmax = λD/20).

No. of r N FNBW(◦) Aperture Aver. Spacing SLLMax (dB) Time cost∗

Elem. at fL (/λL) (/λH ) RPS GA PSO Proposed RPS GA PSO Proposed

51 1.10 25 3.47 34.49 2.76 −5.28 −12.84 −13.03 −13.19 40.2 µs 2.36 h 1.31 h 0.09 h
101 1.08 50 1.75 68.37 2.73 −6.49 −13.51 −13.84 −16.12 45.6 µs 16.60 h 9.46 h 2.37 h
151 1.07 75 1.16 101.46 2.71 −7.48 −14.45 −14.53 −17.99 51.9 µs 54.59 h 31.08 h 19.34 h
201 1.07 100 0.87 138.04 2.76 −8.50 −15.06 −14.95 −19.11 56.5 µs 132.21 h 72.82 h 35.47 h

∗For either GA or PSO method, the total time cost for 5 runs to pick up the lowest SLL is 5 times of the cost listed above.

that compared with the −16.12 dB SLL obtained by the optimization
with the RPS initial array, the lowest SLL among 30 times of runs for
the random initial arrays is only slightly lower, while the worst result
has much higher SLL. In addition, for 30 times of runs, there are 27
times when the optimization using RPS initial array outperforms the
optimization using random initial array. This further validates the
advantage of the proposed iterative convex optimization based on the
RPS initial array.

IV. CONCLUSION

By virtue of the concept of design frequency, the proposed method
transforms the beam-scannable UWB design to a problem of synthe-
sizing a broadside fixed-beam array at a single-frequency. The RPS
representation with an appropriate parameter choice is used to provide
good initial element positions (with reduced grating lobes), and then
the iterative convex optimization is applied to successively optimize
the positions for further SLL reduction. In addition, the minimum
element spacing constraint and aperture limitation can be easily
incorporated in the proposed synthesis procedure so that the obtained
array configuration can be implemented in practice. Synthesis results
show that the proposed method achieves much lower SLLs than those
by the original RPS method for all test cases, and it also significantly
outperforms the conventional GA and PSO methods for large size
of beam-scannable UWB arrays (i.e., the ones with more than 100
elements).

Finally, it should be noted that the design of beam-scannable UWB
arrays with low SLL is recognized as a very challenging problem due
to the fact that the element spacings are usually much more than one
wavelength at higher frequency of the band. The proposed method
provides an effective and robust solution to deal with this problem.
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